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Hello gamer this game is for you

JAG is a game that can be played with limited weapons, where everyone is in the
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center of the platform.The overall aim of our game is to daily battles between active
players and the player who scored the highest score per week.The game player does

not have a number score ending at his own volition during playing.However, the
game will continue to evolve over time. It is an online game and each room is for 20

people.The logic of the game is to destroy the enemies with simple and limited
movements.Therefore movements like bounce are not available.The game is created

as a simple fun. It's hard to play and aim.

 KIZILARSLAN

 Levity Game

-More weapons;

-More game modes;

-More items and various other content that will bring more fun into the game.

the army is testing the A.I it creates for the upcoming new world war.A top is setup
on another planet to fight robots.Robots with the highest score are sent to the world

to fight.
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Everyone is your enemy.
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Title: JUST a Game
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
KIZILARSLAN, GOKSU
Publisher:
Levity Game
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 , 8 , 8.1 , 10 / 32-bit

Processor: 1.8 GHz Dual-Core 32-bit CP

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 1gb Video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 650 MB available space

English
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A cute little mobile port.
Would be fun to waste some time while on the can, but lacks any depth or any reason to keep playing.
Would reccomend for mobile, do NOT reccomend for steam.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=o8ryoFIt2ew. It was a fun game, but not worth 10 bucks. I can recommend it if its on sale
for $2-5.

The game it self was enjoyable to play, somewhat addicting...but it felt very lacking.

There are a lot of improvements they could have made such as more realistic van space (Seriously, everything takes the same
space.)

They could have also added a bit more store management/ownership.

The "hot" items aspect of the game rewards the player for playing badly. For example, you'll get a 1,000 dollar bonus for buying
the hottest item category, but it will cause inexperienced players to miss out on big ticket items and not even look for them.

One could miss out on picking a 25,000 dollar guitar....because they are digging for another category to get the bonus.

This is a decent casual game, I'd recommend it for younger kids or people into hidden object games.. I realize that this is EA but
you have to have the game in SOME sort of working order in put it out there. First and most importantly, the game does not
recognize my Fanatec 2.5 base with V3 pedals. So much for supporting the "popular brands of steering wheels". LOL!

Because of that I was unable to even get a car on the track. But I did load the car into the garage in VR with my Rift. What I saw
was the ugliest graphics I have ever seen in VR. Heck, Vorpx looks 100 times better than this--and I'm not impressed with
Vorpx. Also, the textures' quality itself looks like a really bad cartoon. Just awful.

This game is years away from being anything I would touch again, probably never. As a general rule I try to support indie titles
but this has the impression of being beyond hope. They should be paying us to try it, not the other way around.. Really realyy
good game for 2 dollars 10\/10

Curator Page : Hentai Lovers Curator Page
. VERY EARLY ACCESS but has GREAT POTENTIAL. I absolutely love where this game could go. I think it has potential to
be a fantastic strategy\/management game. However, it is very much an early access game in that it feels like a lot of key
features that you would expect are missing. I can't wait to see where this game will go and absolutely do not regret purchasing it.
I am recommending this game not necessarily for its present state, but for the potential that it has. The price is also quite low for
how good this game may be.. Gucci Gang, ooh, yeah, Lil Pump, yeah, Gucci Gang, ooh
Gucci gang, Gucci gang, Gucci gang, Gucci gang
Gucci gang, Gucci gang, Gucci gang (Gucci gang!)
Spend ten racks on a new chain
My ♥♥♥♥♥ love do cocaine, ooh
I ♥♥♥♥ a ♥♥♥♥♥, I forgot her name
I can't buy a ♥♥♥♥♥ no wedding ring
Rather go and buy Balmains
Gucci gang, Gucci gang, Gucci gang (Gucci gang!)
Gucci gang, Gucci gang, Gucci gang, Gucci gang
Gucci gang, Gucci gang, Gucci gang (Gucci gang!)
Spend ten racks on a new chain
My ♥♥♥♥♥ love do cocaine, ooh
I ♥♥♥♥ a ♥♥♥♥♥, I forgot her name, yeah
I can't buy no ♥♥♥♥♥ no wedding ring
Rather go and buy Balmains, aye
Gucci gang, Gucci gang, Gucci gang. art: 10
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controls: 10
music: 10
replay: very high

pros: its a bullet hell game and within the series of Gundemonium(takes before the events of the first game), which are side
scrollers, this one is vertical. the music is the best of the three games of the series. the art is awesome. even the bosses look
badass. you unlock new dolls(characters) adter you beat the game a few time.

cons: like they said, this one is one the hardest of the series.
the game doesn't tell you how to use bombs, which makes the first boss very hard to kill. in order to use bomb, you need the
flow bar full and just crash\/ram into the "targets" during the boss fight. remember, bombs use one doll.

inshort, if you love the Gundemonium series or hell bullet games, pick this up.
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On one hand, the game's still unpolished at the time of this writing. It could use some texture work, balancing, new parts, et
cetera. The dev says they're working on it.

On the other hand, the gameplay is neat and the dev is really responsive to bug reports, suggestions, and general requests. And
not touchy about said suggestions, which is a nice change from some other games I've played. :V

In general, within the quests, you go from mission to mission. Every now and then, you'll get jumped by a few ships from a rival
faction - just to keep you on your toes. Weapons include direct fire, missiles, and turrets, The current best strategy seems to be
to load up on shields and just make a Borg cube, but I suspect gameplay will grow in that respect.

Treat it like an early access game without the tag, and... well. I've spent 5 bucks on FAR worse games than this. IMHO, it's a
worthwhile buy, especially at the current price. Get in early, and you can probably help mold the game too.. This is a great
concept, the DLC overall, 8\/10, but for the most part, it's worthless. Very few people play it, making it pointless, therefor, I
cant reccomend it. 4.7\/10. Well....

It's a fairly interesting puzzle platform game (yes, platform, not platformer). If you think you would enjoy a puzzle game in
which you are trying to use clues to traverse a path of blocks, I do recommend it. I enjoyed it, with the exception of one of the
levels which had absolutely no way to "solve" it without simply doing trial-and-error and falling again and again.

That brings me to the first complaint I had. The companion Drew has helping her through this puzzle space is very willing to tell
you the advice for the current sequence of stages. The first time he says "shadows can tell you something about your
surroundings" [slightly paraphrased], it's helpful... the eighth time he says the same thing, I started having flashbacks to Zelda
OOT's Navi "Hey Listen!". This could be solved by putting an option to turn off the random "help" in the options, but the option
screen is somewhat bare, with no option to turn off the repetitive comments.

My second issue: Its length. This game is very short. I completed the whole game blind [no previous information] in 90 minutes,
which is actually much shorter than how long it took to download the game (how is this game so big and so short?). Anyway,
that's really just a minor issue in my book, but I figure I should mention it just in case it's important to you.

My third issue: Every time you finish a level, which in some cases can be <15 seconds, it sends you back to the level selection
screen. This seems fairly redundant, as unless you want to skip levels (and make the game even shorter!), you'll just be going to
the next level. It makes the game feel less like a contiguous story and more like a free flash game you would play online.

Again, I do recommend it, as long as you're in the target audience. The first and third issues above could theoretically be fixed
by a small patch. The second could make-or-break-it for you, but I find length less important than other issues.. Like I said on
my review of the first chapter, the interface of this VN doesn\u2019t match its atmosphere. It\u2019s too simple, and to be
really honest, kinda annoying (the text box is basically transparent, and the letters are plain white. It\u2019s hard to read stuff
sometimes)\u2026 But anyway, leaving that technical detail aside.

The writing doesn\u2019t make much sense in a few scenes; like on the beginning, with Joel being taken away. It felt too
rushed, I barely had time to fully understand what was happening. It\u2019s a short VN, and like other people said here, the
choices are basically just \u201cright\u201d and \u201cwrong\u201d. The ending was pretty dull too. The art style was ok, BG
was good, and BGM was pretty nice. Characters are quite plain tho, I couldn\u2019t feel sympathy for any of them (not even
Kacey).

3\/10. It\u2019s too expensive for what it\u2019s offering, get it only on a good sale if you really liked the first game. Overall, I
simply don\u2019t recommend this VN, but I\u2019ll keep reading the next chapters to see if things will get better. The concept
is interesting, I just think it needs a bit more of effort on the writing and character development part.. Currently its the best
UBERMOSH series. Alot of cutting skills and lazer beams!. This is horrible.
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